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There is no written history of the Maldives before its conversion to Islam 1153 AD. However, 

various archaeological and heritage sites bear evidence that the country has been inhabited for 

at least two thousand years (Mohamed, 2008). The 2019 published Cultural Heritage tentative 

list got 462 sites/buildings listed which are located all over the nation. The cultural heritage 

sites/buildings ranging from pre-islamic period (c.500BCE – 1153CE) to late modern period of 

British control (1835CE-1965) is included in this tentative list.

This vast range of cultural heritage indicates the different eras of the history and also portray 

the early Maldivians life style, tradition and workmanship. But the most significant cultural 

heritage in this list are the coralstone mosques (Figure 1). And as most of these mosques were 

built under royal command the craft masters were appointed to carry out the work. Closely 

observing the interior one could see the finesse carved pillars having intricate lacquer work 

and on top of them are beams that have beautiful caligraphy work lacquered on them. And 

the most mesmerising is the eloborated lacquer work done on the coffered celings of these 

mosques (Figure 2). The interior of these mosques being heavily decorated using lacquer 

depicits the significance of lacquer work in the Maldives. Apart from beautifying objects,  

lacquer work also acted as a protective coating to shield from dampness and heat. In Maldives 
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Figure 1 Male'Hukuru Miskiiy, Best surviving coral stone mosque in the country and also 
included in the UNESCO World Heritage Tentative list (source: National Archives)

Figure 2 Interior of Ha. Ihavandhoo Kureege Hukuru Miskiiy - coral stone mosque 
included in the UNESCO World Heritage Tentative List (Source: National Center for 
Cultural Heritage Server)
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mostly lacquer work is done on wood and wood is easily probe to deteriorate in tropical climate 

due to the high humidity and heat. Hence applying lacquer in the interior of the mosques full fills 

both functional and aesthetic purpose.

According to the historical researchers it is seen that lacquer decorations were applied on 

things from kitchenware to furniture to eloborate the grandness. As a matter of fact we have 

observed numerous lacquer design decoration done in royal residences. One example of this 

is the lacquered pillars that are seen from Ha. Utheemu Ganduvaru, the residence belonged to 

the National Hero, Mohamed Thakurufaanu or famously known as Boduthakurufaanu (Figure 

3). Moreover there are many furnitures such as the chairs used by the royals and special 

kitchenware that have lacquer work done.

Eventhough the historical records do not excatly know how old this craft was introduced to 

the Maldives, the lacquered interior of the coralstone mosques which are over 400 years old is 

enough to fathom the age of this craft practiced in the Maldives. And it is fascinating to know 

that this knowledge and the techniques of this craft has been passed down from generation 

and is still practicing in the Maldives (Figure 4). Unlike other early craftsmanship in the Maldives, 

the lacquer work managed to persist and survive till today due to various reasons. Works like 

Coral carpentry and carving, tortoise shell jewelery work were unable to continue till date as 

they were having negative impact on the environment. Hence the statutory orders to protect 

the environment halted these works.

There are also a list of crafts that diminished due to the shift in the Maldivians way of living. 

Especially to extract raw materials needed for the crafts for thatch weaving and palm crafts are 

becoming rare as the lushness of the islands have been shifted to be more manmade. One 

reason for the prolong survival of this craft is that the raw materials and tools need to carry out 

lacquer is still readily available. However these days some colors or Laa used in the lacquer 

work are imported from abroad. At the present day one island called Baa Atoll Thulhaadhoo 

has got the most specialized experts and most number of the people practicing lacquer work. 

It is believed that the people of this island were able to specialize in this craft because they 

cherish this work. Moreover with pride they transfer this knowledge and skillset to their children 

and for the future generations to come.

Figure 3 Interior of Utheemu Ganduvaru (source: National Archives)

Figure 4 Present day picture of engraving designs on lacquer (source: Department of 
Heritage of Maldives, ICHCAP)
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With comparing the lacquer work carried out during the early time, one could notice that 

the present day lacquer is more or less very similar. It is only the introduction of few modern 

equipement additions like the motor and the more range of colors that are used in today’s 

lacquer work that sets them apart from the earlier days (Figure 5). However the technique and 

the knowledge still remains the same and is authentically preserved and passed on.

Being a small island nation, maintaining the cultural identity is an important part of national 

agenda. As a matter of fact Article 39 of the Constitution of the Maldives (2008) refers to the 

mandate of the state to ‘promote education, culture, literature and arts, within the limits of its 

resources.’ The Constitution, in its Article 67 (g) further refers to the duties of the citizens to 

‘preserve and protect the State religion of Islam, culture, language and heritage of the country.’ 

(UNESCO New Delhi, 2017). Unlike natural heritage which is the selling face of tourism industry 

enjoys strong state protection, cultural heritage on the other hand is usually taken for granted 

and neglected. Moreover the management of arts and culture sector has changed hand 

several times over the past 10 years. The frequent change of administrative framework appears 

to be the key problem in the development and implementation of strategic framework for 

culture sector.

However, slowly emphasis on preserving cultural heritage began soon after establishement of 

the Ministry of Arts, Culture and Heritage by the newly elected governement in 2018. One of 

the most significant contribution was enactment of the Cultural Heritage Act of the Maldives 

(12/19) in 2019 which gave cultural heritage legal protection. Under this Act lacquer work and 

the practinioners are also protected. As a matter of fact this act enforces to maintain inventory 

of both tangible and intangible cultural heritage list which needs to be updated periodically. 

Moreover, compilation and maintaining a register of cultural practitioners is also compulsory. 

The law emphasizes on maintaining authenticity and integrity and values of cultural heritage. 

Therefore, in the conservation work of a coral mosque, close attention will be given to maintain 

the authenticity and integrity. Hence the missing or deteriorated lacquer work inside the 

mosque will be replaced by commissioning a local practitioner to carry out the work. This 

was practiced in the most recent project of reassembling of Kalhuvakaru Miskiiy (coralstone 

mosque) in 2019 (Figure6). 

Figure 5 New unconventional colors introduced to the current lacquer work (Source: 
Adbdul Matheen Adbul Raheem)

Figure 6 missing lacquer pieces recreated for reassembling of Kalhuvaakru Miskiiy (Old 
Coral stone mosque) (Source: National Center for Cultural Heritage)
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To support and encourage craftsmanship annually exhibitions are held to showcase the work 

of artisans. These exhibitions give the practitioners exposure and also outstanding works 

are generously rewarded. Lacquer work is usually listed as a distinctive category in these 

exhibitions (Figure 7). The biggest challenge for the lacquer work is the job security for the 

practitioners. It is true that lacquer work has made its way into the tourism industry and the 

lacquer products have become a likable souvenir for the tourists. However, the cheap imported 

factory produced souvenirs are preferred over the unique local made products. This issue 

could be solved if the government could provide subsidies to the local practitioners or arrange 

other incentives for the craftsman to support their craft work. Moreover, to attract the youth into 

lacquer work we need to aware the people of the financial opportunities and perks in this field 

of work. And also it will be beneficial if these lacquer training courses become more accessible 

for the keen learners with an affordable fee structure.

Awareness and advocating can be the key to reach different audience groups. And very 

recently with the help of ICHCAP we got the opportunity to portray lacquer work of the 

Maldives photo exhibition collaboration with google. This virtual exhibition has helped us to get 

more exposure and maintain a good network of local lacquer practitioners. 

At present the gender bias image of this work is slowly diminishing as more women is actively 

getting involved in this work. Many business model is inspired to be culture based or try to 

produce products that are inspired by the Maldivian culture and traditions. Unlike earlier days 

lacquer products has got a variety of products ranging from vases, to miniature dhoani (boat) 

to pens. Moreover bespoke designs like clocks (Figure 8), medals…are being produced, which 

truly portrays the evolvement of this work. The versatility in lacquer work has helped the craft to 

survive till the present and hope this adaptability of this craft will help it to grow and flourish.

 

Figure 7: Lacquer works displayed in the annual exhibition (Source: Abdul Matheen 
Abdul Raheem)

Figure 8 Lacquer work done on a clock (Source Abdul Matheen Abul Raheem)
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